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Model-Driven EngineeringAbstract The developers use the cross-platform mobile development solutions to develop the
mobile application once and run it on many platforms. Many of these cross-platform solutions
are still under research and development. Also, these solutions are based on different approaches
such as Cross-Compilation approach, Virtual Machine approach, and Web-Based approach. There
are many survey papers about the cross-platform mobile development solutions but they do not
include the most recent approaches, including Component-Based approach, Cloud-Based
approach, and Merged approach. The main aim of this paper is helping the researchers to know
the most recent approaches and the open research issues. This paper surveys the existing cross-
platform mobile development approaches and attempts to provide a global view: it thoroughly
introduces a comprehensive categorization to the cross-platform approaches, deﬁnes the pros
and cons of each approach, explains sample solutions per approach, compares the cross-platform
mobile development solutions, and ends with the open research areas.
 2015 Faculty of Engineering, Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In the third quarter of 2014, the sales of smartphones to end
users grew 20.3% to reach 301 million units. Besides, smart-
phones accounted for 66% of the total mobile phone market.
Gartner expects that by 2018, nine out of 10 phones will besmartphones [1]. Smartphone users increase every year because
of the variety of mobile applications (Apps) offered to the
users in the App stores. With the huge number of smartphone
users, there is a growing need to develop more Apps that serve
their needs in different ﬁelds such as education [2,3], health [4],
and tourism [5]. There are many smartphone vendors in the
market and each vendor uses a speciﬁc platform. These plat-
forms include Android, Windows Phone, iOS, BlackBerry
OS, Symbian, and others. A comparison between three of
the most common mobile platforms (Android, iOS, and
Windows Phone) is shown in Table 1.
The aim of any mobile development company is to target as
many users as possible by providing the same App for different
platforms. Each platform vendor provides the developers with
different Integrated Development Environments (IDEs),
programming languages, APIs, and Apps distribution market), http://
Table 1 Some differences between the top three common platforms [6].
Virtual
machine
Programming
language
User
interface
Memory
management
IDE Platform Devices App market
Android Dalvik VM Java XML ﬁles Garbage
collector
Eclipse Multi-
platform
Heterogeneous Google Play
Store
iOS No Objective-C Cocoa
Touch
Reference
counting
XCode Mac OS X Homogenous iTunes Apps
Store
Windows
Phone 7
CLR C# and .Net XAML
ﬁles
Garbage
collector
Visual
Studio
Windows
Vista/7
Homogenous Windows Phone
Store
2 W.S. El-Kassas et al.(store). Therefore, the mobile development company has to
choose one of two alternatives to develop the same App for
different platforms. The ﬁrst alternative is that the developers
work together to produce one App for a speciﬁc platform at a
time. This alternative will support the different platforms
sequentially, but wastes a lot of development time in learning
and getting familiar with the different platforms’ development
environments. Another alternative is that the developers are
divided into separate teams and each team works for a speciﬁc
platform. This alternative will support the different platforms
in parallel, but may require more developers than the ﬁrst
alternative thus more costly. There is always a need to deliver
the App faster and more economically by saving the develop-
ment time and efforts. This problem leads to the existence of
the cross-platform mobile development solutions. The main
concept of the cross-platform solutions is to develop the App
once and run it anywhere. The traditional software develop-
ment lifecycle is shown in the left part of Fig. 1. The cross-
platform solutions extend the software development lifecycle
by writing the App once and deploying it many times to sup-
port different platforms as shown in the right part of Fig. 1.
Many of the cross-platform mobile development solutions
are still under research and development. Some solutions are
available in commercial use but till now the ﬁnal solution that
solves the entire cross-platform mobile development problem
does not exist.
This paper is structured as follows: related work is pre-
sented in Section 2. An overview about mobile application
development is found in Section 3. Cross-platform mobile
development approaches are categorized and sample solutions
(per approach) are described in details in Section 4. The cross-
platform mobile development solutions are compared in Sec-
tion 5. The open research areas are introduced in Section 6.
The conclusion is presented in Section 7.Figure 1 Traditional and cross-pl
Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.0042. Related work
There are many survey papers about the cross-platform mobile
development approaches and solutions. In [8], Holzinger et al.
concentrate on the mobile User Interface (UI) issues. The
mobile devices have different screen sizes and different aspect
ratios, so efforts are required to ensure that the interface is well
scalable. The authors encourage the developers to clearly sep-
arate the UI deﬁnitions from the rest of the code base. The
paper compares the advantages of the HTML5 web Apps ver-
sus the native Apps. To decide whether to use web or native
Apps, the authors deﬁne a set of selection factors including
the App’s intended features, the target audience, and the
development team skills. The paper brieﬂy describes three
cross-platform frameworks: JQuery Mobile, PhoneGap, and
Titanium Mobile. After using these frameworks to produce
cross-platform Apps, it is both the responsibility of the design-
ers and the developers to ensure that the Apps run properly on
all the target platforms and devices because none of these
frameworks can substitute thorough Apps testing which can
be done on actual devices or on various conﬁgurations of the
emulators provided by the platform IDEs.
In [9], Raj and Tolety classify the cross-platform mobile
development approaches into four approaches: Web
Approach, Hybrid Approach, Interpreted Approach, and
Cross-Compiled Approach. These approaches were described
along with the advantages and challenges of each approach.
The authors recommend that the developers select the appro-
priate approach based on the App types. The App types are
classiﬁed by the authors into server data-driven, sensor/IO
based, standalone, and client–server Apps. This paper focuses
only on a subset of the existing cross-platform mobile develop-
ment approaches but does not explain how the existing
solutions implement these approaches.atform development models [7].
Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 3In [10], Smutny categorizes the mobile web and native Apps
into four different conﬁgurations: Native Apps, Hybrid Apps,
Dedicated web App tailored to a speciﬁc platform, and Generic
mobile App which is a mobile website that runs on any plat-
form. The mobile web development frameworks provide com-
mon characteristics to the delivered App including the
following: (1) cross-platform as it supports different platforms,
(2) lightweight by lowering the ﬁle size inside the framework
due to current bandwidth limitations, (3) optimized for touch-
screen devices, and (4) uses HTML5 and CSS3 standards.
The title of this paper ‘‘Mobile development tools and cross-
platform solutions” is a little bit misleading. We expected that
the paper explains in details the different cross-platform
mobile development approaches, but it mainly focuses on the
development of a mobile web App (English-Czech dictionary
for the automatic control terms) and brieﬂy describes several
HTML5 mobile development frameworks including Sencha
Touch, jQTouch, jQuery Mobile, Wink, M-Project, Jo, Tita-
nium, PhoneGap, and DHTMLX Touch.
In [11], Ribeiro and da Silva describe and analyze six cross-
platform tools: Rhodes, PhoneGap, DragonRAD, Appcelera-
tor Titanium, mobl, and Canappi mdsl. The main strengths
and weaknesses of each tool are highlighted. The authors com-
pare these tools based on these factors: the technology or
cross-platform approach, supported platforms, development
environment, type of the resulting App, and the device API
support. The authors categorize the cross-platform approaches
of the surveyed tools in four categories: Runtime, Web-to-
native wrapper, App Factory, and Domain Specific Language
(DSL).
In [12], Palmieri et al. present a comparison of four
cross-platform mobile development tools: Rhodes, PhoneGap,
DragonRad and MoSync. The main target is to help the devel-
opers to evaluate and understand what is the appropriate tool
matching their requirements. The comparison criteria include
supported mobile platforms, tool licences, programming lan-
guages, availability of API’s, accessibility to native API’s,
architecture, Model-View-Controller (MVC) pattern support,
tool extensibility, and the IDEs.
In [13], Xanthopoulos and Xinogalos classify the cross-
platform App types into Web, Hybrid, Interpreted, and Gener-
ated Apps. The authors do a comparative analysis to highlight
the advantages and disadvantages of each type. The compar-
ison criteria include market place deployment (distribution)
possibility, widespread technologies used to develop Apps,
hardware and data access, user interface and look and feel,
and user-perceived performance (i.e. loading time and execu-
tion speed). The paper ends with a case study to develop a
mobile App (RSS Reader) with the cross-platform mobile
development tool ‘‘Titanium” using JavaScript without any
knowledge of the target Android and iOS platforms.
In [14], Ohrt and Turau deﬁne two categories for the mobile
Apps: Integrated Apps which are integrated into the system
after installation and can access the system functionalities
(include native or interpreted Apps) and Nonintegrated Apps
which are invoked using separate tools like a web browser
and mostly cannot access the system functionalities (include
Java Midlets, Flash Apps, or web Apps). The authors provide
an overview of nine cross-platform mobile development solu-
tions: Flash Builder, Illumination Software Creator, Live-
Code, Marmalade, MoSync, OpenPlug Studio, PhoneGap,
RhoStudio, and Titanium. The main considerations of thePlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004authors are whether the cross-platform solution satisﬁes the
developer needs and whether the resulting Apps meet user
expectations regardless of the solutions’ internal details. The
nine cross-platform solutions are compared based on the fol-
lowing: the supported platforms of each tool, features and
functionalities of the tool, and performance characteristics of
a simple evaluation App created on the nine cross-platform
solutions along with the native Android App.
In [15], Heitko¨tter et al. classify the cross-platform mobile
development approaches to: (1) approaches that use a
runtime environment like Web Apps, Hybrid approach, or
Self-contained environment approach, and (2) approaches that
generate platform-speciﬁc Apps from a common code base at
compile time likeModel-Driven solutions and Cross-Compiling.
The authors concentrate on the ﬁrst type of approaches. In
order to evaluate the native App development, the authors
selected three solutions, one from each kind of runtime envi-
ronment. This include mobile web Apps, PhoneGap as a
hybrid framework, and Titanium Mobile as a self-contained
approach. The authors deﬁne a list of 14 criteria items from
the infrastructure perspective (license and costs, supported
platforms, access to platform-speciﬁc features, long-term
feasibility, look and feel, application speed, and distribution)
and development perspective (development environment,
Graphical User Interface (GUI) design, ease of development,
maintainability, scalability, opportunities for further develop-
ment, and speed and cost of development) for these solutions
evaluation.
In [6], Perchat et al. propose a new tool using
the Component-Based and Cross-Compiler approaches. The
authors classify the cross-platform solutions as follows:
the Cross-Compilers based solutions, the solutions based on
the Model-Driven Engineering, and ﬁnally the Interpreters of
source code deﬁned in two categories: the Virtual Machines
(VMs) and Web-Based solutions.
Table 2 provides a comparison between the previous survey
papers to show how they categorize the approaches of the
cross-platform mobile development solutions. They use the
following categorization methods:
 No Categorization: these survey papers compare a set of
cross-platform solutions to help the developer choose the
solution that matches his/her needs to deliver the required
Apps.
 App Categorization: these survey papers categorize the
cross-platform solutions based on the type of cross-
platform App.
 Approach Categorization: these survey papers categorize the
cross-platform solutions based on their approaches.
This paper uses the ‘‘Approach Categorization” method to
compare the cross-platform solutions based on the used
approaches and presents an enhanced categorization com-
pared to the other survey papers [6,9,11,15]. This paper
includes the most recent approaches that were not included
in the previous surveys like Component-Based approach,
Cloud-Based approach, and Merged approach. Also, this paper
proposes sub-categorization for several approaches. This
paper attempts to provide a global view to the existing
cross-platform mobile development solutions. The main aim
of this paper is helping the researchers to know the existing
cross-platform mobile development approaches and the openobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Table 2 Comparison of survey papers.
Survey
paper
Author Year Proposed categorization for the cross-platform mobile development solutions Categorization
method
[8] Holzinger 2012 Brieﬂy describes three cross-platform frameworks: JQuery Mobile, PhoneGap, and
Titanium Mobile
No
Categorization
[9] Raj 2012 Categorizes the cross-platform solutions based on 4 approaches:
(1) Web Approach
(2) Hybrid Approach
(3) Interpreted Approach
(4) Cross-Compiled Approach
Approach
Categorization
[10] Smutny 2012 Categorizes the mobile web and native Apps to four diﬀerent conﬁgurations: Native Apps,
Hybrid Apps, Dedicated Web App tailored to a speciﬁc platform, and Generic mobile App
which is a mobile website run on any platform
App
Categorization
[11] Ribeiro 2012 Categorizes the surveyed solutions based on four categories:
(1) Runtime
(2) Web-to-native wrapper
(3) App Factory
(4) Domain Speciﬁc Language
Approach
Categorization
[12] Palmieri 2012 Compares four cross-platform mobile development solutions: Rhodes, PhoneGap,
DragonRad and MoSync
No
Categorization
[13] Xanthopoulos 2013 Classiﬁes the cross-platform App types to: Web, Hybrid, Interpreted, and Generated Apps App
Categorization
[14] Ohrt 2012 Deﬁnes two categories for the mobile Apps: Integrated Apps (include native or interpreted
Apps) and Nonintegrated Apps (include Java Midlets, Flash Apps, or Web Apps)
App
Categorization
[15] Heitko¨tter 2013 Classiﬁes the cross-platform approaches to:
(1) Approaches use a runtime environment (like Web Apps, a Hybrid approach, or
Self-contained environment approach)
(2) Approaches generate platform-speciﬁc Apps from a common code base at compile
time (like Model-Driven solutions and Cross-Compiling)
Approach
Categorization
[6] Perchat 2013 Classiﬁes the cross-platform solutions as follows:
(1) The Cross-Compilers
(2) The solutions based on the Model-Driven Engineering
(3) The Interpreters of source code have two categories: Virtual Machines and Web-
Based solutions
Approach
Categorization
4 W.S. El-Kassas et al.research areas in this ﬁeld. The next section introduces the nec-
essary background of the mobile application development.
3. Mobile applications development
Mobile Apps development is a special case of the software
development as the developers have to consider different
aspects such as short development lifecycle, the mobile device
capabilities, mobility, the mobile device speciﬁcations like
screen sizes, the App user interface design and navigation,
security and user privacy, and the Apps require marketing to
gain popularity. Many Apps are available in the stores to help
for a life based on mobile, or mLife. This includes mTourism,
mEnvironment, mEducation, mGovernment, mHealth,
mEntertainment, and suchlike.
The mobile App development lifecycle consists of the fol-
lowing: (1) analysis of the App idea, (2) the user interface
design, (3) the App development using the tools and program-
ming languages of the target platform, (4) the App testing on
different devices, and ﬁnally (5) publishing the App on the tar-
get platform store. New functions or updates to the App are
released in successive versions of this App in the target plat-
form store. To develop the mobile App for many platforms,
the above development lifecycle is repeated for each target
platform except the ﬁrst step of analyzing the requirements
of the App.Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004If the developer wants to develop the same App for all plat-
forms, the following laboratory equipments are needed: one
Personal Computer (PC) and one Mac (used for iOS Apps
development), the development tools of each platform and
the proper setup, at least one smartphone device and one tablet
device for each platform and sometimes multiple devices for
the same platform like Android because it is supported by
many smartphones vendors [6]. Then, it is required to create
one developer account for each platform store to publish the
developed Apps. The next subsections explain the following:
the restrictions and challenges of the mobile Apps develop-
ment, the types of mobile Apps, and the cross-platform mobile
development.3.1. Challenges of mobile applications development
The development of mobile Apps has a lot of restrictions and
challenges such as:
(1) Limited resources of the mobile devices although they
are more powerful than before [16]:Mobile A Limited computing power of mobile devices.
 Limited storage space for mobile devices.
 Connectivity for mobile devices will be affected by
the movement.pplications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Table 3 Pros and cons of the web App type of mobile
applications.
Pros Cons
 Easy to learn and develop
using the web technologies
 All the processing is done on
the server and only the UI is
sent to the mobile for
rendering
 The maintenance of the App
is simple because the updates
of the App and the data are
done on the server
 The same App is developed
once and can run on different
platforms using the mobile
web browsers
 The web Apps are not avail-
able in the store
 Internet connection is
needed to run the App
 The web Apps cannot access
the mobile device software
and hardware such as cam-
era, and GPS sensors [9]
 Less performance because
the interpreter language of
HTML and JavaScript is
parsed and implemented
through web browsers [19]
Table 4 Pros and cons of the native App.
Pros Cons
 Have full APIs to access all
the mobile device features
like camera, sensors, net-
work access, GPS, ﬁle stor-
age, database, SMS, and
email
 Higher performance than the
web Apps
 Native look and feel of the
user interface
 Native Apps are more difﬁ-
cult to develop and require
a high level of experience [13]
 They need to be developed
separately for each platform,
hence increasing the develop-
ment time, cost, and efforts
[20]
 Restrictions and costs asso-
ciated with developing and
deploying to certain plat-
forms (i.e. Apple developer
license and Apple’s approval
to distribute Apps to the
iTunes Apps store) [10]
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 5(2) Heterogeneity of mobile operating systems:
 The different operating environments for Apps
(i.e. the App developed by iOS SDK can only run
on iOS devices, and the Android Apps can only run
on Android devices) [17].
 To develop the same App on different Operating Sys-
tems (OS’s), the developer has to learn how to
develop on these different OS’s SDKs using their pro-
gramming languages and APIs [18].
(3) Heterogeneity of devices may require different versions
of the same application [17]:
 Different computing capabilities and hardware
conﬁgurations of devices have to be considered when
developing Apps.
 Different screen size of devices: the screen of most
mobile phones is smaller than 4-inch, the tablet
screen sizes are 7-inch or 10-inch, and the smart TV
screen can be larger than 60-inch.
 Different input methods: touch screen, keyboard, TV
remote control, and TV in smart TV.
(4) The user experience: the developers have to deﬁne a
simple and a user friendly interface for the developed
applications [6].
(5) Application maintenance: frequent updates of the mobile
platformmay affect some Apps making them unusable in
the new version; hence, maintenance and updates to
these Apps are required [6]. Also the version manage-
ment is difﬁcult because the users may not update to
the new version of the App when released [17]. The main-
tenance or updates of the App developed for different
platforms means that the developer repeats the same
updates in all versions of different platforms [18].
(6) Cross-platform development: the development of the
same App for different platforms means repeating the
same work several times because each platform vendor
provides the developers with different programming lan-
guages and development tools.
Although the development of mobile Apps has a lot of
restrictions and challenges, the main challenge that is
addressed in this paper is how to develop the mobile App once
and run it on different mobile platforms to save the time and
efforts of the developers. This paper will introduce different
approaches and solutions to solve this challenge and ends with
the open research areas.
3.2. Mobile applications types
The types of the mobile Apps are web App, native App, and
hybrid App. These types will be explained in the following
sub-sections.
3.2.1. Web App
The mobile web Apps are developed using the web technolo-
gies such as HTML, HTML5, JavaScript, and CSS. These
Apps do not require to be installed from the store as they
are accessed through a URL entered in the mobile web brow-
sers. Table 3 shows the pros and cons of the web App type of
mobile applications.Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.0043.2.2. Native App
The mobile native Apps are developed using the tools and pro-
gramming languages provided for a certain mobile platform.
These Apps run only on mobiles with the target platform.
The native App can be downloaded and installed from the
store. Table 4 shows the pros and cons of the native App.
3.2.3. Hybrid App
The mobile hybrid App combines the web App and the native
App. It is developed using the web technologies like the web
App but it is rendered inside the native App using a web view
control. The device capabilities are exposed to the hybrid App
through an abstraction layer (JavaScript APIs) [9]. This App
can be downloaded and installed from the store. Table 5 shows
pros and cons of the hybrid App.
3.3. Cross-platform mobile applications development
The cross-platform solutions help the developers to write the
source code once and run the produced mobile application
on different platforms. In [13], Xanthopoulos and Xinogalosobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Table 5 Pros and cons of the hybrid App.
Pros Cons
 Can be used for both server
backed and standalone Apps
[9]
 The application size is small
if all the data are stored on
the server
 The App can access the
device features
 The user interface can be
reused across different plat-
forms [9]
 Less performance than the
native App
 The user interface will lack
the look and feel of the
native App. To achieve the
native look and feel, the plat-
form-speciﬁc styling might be
required [9]
Table 6 Pros and cons of the cross-platform mobile
development.
Pros Cons
 The App is developed once
and is available to more users
who use different platforms
 Ease of development as the
App is written once and
deployed many times on dif-
ferent platforms
 Reduction of the develop-
ment time and efforts
 The existing cross-platform
solutions are still under
research and most of the
commercial ones are based
on the web technologies
such as HTML5
 Lack of last features intro-
duced by OS’s, because for
each update done in OS’s
supported by the tool the
vendor should update its
own tool as well [12]
6 W.S. El-Kassas et al.classify the cross-platform App types into (1) Web App, (2)
Hybrid App, (3) Interpreted App, and (4) Generated App. The
interpreted App and generated App types are subtypes of
native Apps. There are many cross-platform mobile develop-
ment tools and the target users of these tools differ according
to the goals of each tool, like some tools target students for
learning mobile development, doctors to customize applica-
tions for patients, non-technical people for producing simple
applications, and professional developers for producing
advanced applications. All these tools use different approaches
that will be explained in more details in the next section.
Table 6 shows the pros and cons of the cross-platform mobile
development.
4. Cross-platform mobile development approaches
This paper proposes to categorize the cross-platform mobile
development approaches into six main approaches: Compila-
tion, Component-Based, Interpretation, Modeling, Cloud-
Based, and Merged. Also, sub-categorization is proposed for
the following approaches: Compilation, Interpretation, and
Modeling. Table 7 explains the pros and cons of the different
approaches and sub-approaches. Fig. 2 shows the six main
approaches and their sub-approaches along with the cross-
platform solutions for each approach/sub-approach. This cat-
egorization introduces an enhancement to the survey papers
[6,9,11,15] as follows:Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 Some approaches are not included in these survey papers
such as Component-Based approach, Cloud-Based
approach, and Merged approach.
 Some sub-approaches are not included in these survey
papers such as Trans-Compiler sub-approach and MD-
UID sub-approach.
Section 5 includes a comparison of the different cross-
platform mobile development solutions described in this paper.
The comparison includes the solution characteristics. For
example, the system model or architecture, the target plat-
forms, the type of the output mobile App (web, native, or
hybrid), the product name and URL if exists, and the avail-
ability of the solution.
This section provides the following for each approach:
 Description of the main idea of the approach and its sub-
approaches.
 Explanation of a sample of the cross-platform mobile devel-
opment solutions (per approach/sub-approach) and their
limitations.
4.1. Compilation approach
Compilation is one of the cross-platform mobile development
approaches. It consists of two sub-approaches: cross-compiler
and trans-compiler. The compiler is a program that transforms
the source code written in the source language (high-level pro-
gramming language) into the target language (lower-level lan-
guage like the assembly language or machine code). The
common use of the compiler is to transform the source code
written in high-level programming language to an executable
program. The compiler is called cross-compiler when the com-
piler runs on a computer with OS different from the one on
which the compiled program will run. It is called trans-
compiler when it transforms one high-level programming lan-
guage to another high-level programming language.
4.1.1. Cross-compiler
The cross-compilers generate programs for multiple platforms.
The cross-compiler runs on a platform other than the plat-
forms on which the compiled programs will run. The next sub-
sections explain in more details the following solutions:
XMLVM and MoSync.
4.1.1.1. XMLVM [44]. XMLVM framework is a bytecode
level cross-compiler. XMLVM cross-compiles an Android
App to other platforms like iOS or Windows Phone 7 (WP7)
[45]. Every Android App runs in a separate instance of the
Dalvik VM, but the generated Apps from the XMLVM do
not require the Dalvik virtual machine to run on the target
platform. The byte-code transformation was chosen based on
the following reasons: bytecodes are much easier to parse than
Java source code, some high-level language features such as
generics are already reduced to low-level bytecode instructions,
and the Java compiler does extensive optimizations to produce
efﬁcient bytecodes.
Android App is cross-compiled to WP7 App as shown in
Fig. 3. The steps of cross-compilation are as follows:Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Table 7 Pros and cons of the cross-platform mobile development approaches.
Approach Pros Cons Solutions
Compilation  Cross-
Compiler
 Reuse of the existing source code by cross-compilation to
another application run on different platform
 The produced applications are native, hence get the advan-
tages of the native App
 The mapping between the source language and the target language is very dif-
ﬁcult to achieve, so the cross-compiler supports a few platforms and focuses
only on the common elements of these platforms. [6]
 MoSync
[21]
 Corona [22]
 Neomades
[23]
 XMLVM
[24]
 Trans-
Compiler
 Used to reuse the legacy applications by translating the
legacy code to use the next version of the same program-
ming language
 Reuse of the existing source code by trans-compilation to
another application run on different platform
 The produced Apps are native, hence get the advantages of
the native App
 Focuses only on the common APIs in both the source and the target program-
ming languages
 Needs regular updates to reﬂect the changes in the APIs of the source or the
target languages
 [25]
 J2ObjC [26]
 JUniversal
[27]
Component-
Based
 Simpliﬁes the support of new platforms by implementing
the set of components with the deﬁned interfaces for the
new platform
 Focuses on the common functions among all supported platforms
 The developer has to learn how to use the deﬁned component interfaces
 [18]
 [20]
Interpretation  Web-
Based
 Easy to learn and use as it depends on the web technologies  The user interface of the web-based Apps does not have the native look and
feel
 Less performance of the produced applications than the native apps
 PhoneGap
[28]
 Rhomobile
[29]
 xFace [30]
 Virtual
Machine
 Smaller size of Apps and faster downloading times from the
store because all the libraries and methods needed for the
App to run are stored in the VM
 Slow execution of the application on the VM hence the VM is not used with
Apps that need short response time
 The VM needs to be downloaded from the App store which is not possible for
the Apple’s platform (iOS)
 MobDSL
[31]
& Runtime  The source code is written once for the target platforms  At runtime, the loading performance is lower, as interpreting the source code
on the device needs to be done every time the application runs [11]
 Titanium
[32]
 Xamarin
[33]
Modeling  MD-
UID
 Saves the development time by generating the UI code [34]
 Useful in prototyping as it allows a rapid UI development
to evaluate the usability of the Apps in many devices and
platforms [34]
 Needs to focus on the similarity of user interface in different platforms [34]
 Difﬁculty of maintenance of the generated UI for the different platforms. A
possible solution is to allow a reverse engineering from the code to the model
and keep changes when regenerating the UI from the updated model [34]
 XMobile
[34]
 MDD  The language used for modeling is an effective tool to
deﬁne requirements
 Helps the developers to focus on the functions of the App
instead of the technical implementation issues
 Does not support reuse of existing native source code [25]  JSAF [35]
 MD2
[36,37]
 UsiXML
[38]
 Jelly [39]
 MobiA
modeler
[40]
 AppliDE
[41]
(continued on next page)
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Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004(1) Android Apps written in Java are compiled normally
into bytecode via a regular Java compiler, and fed into
XMLVM tool.
(2) The bytecode is then transformed into an XML repre-
sentation by converting the stack-based bytecode
instructions to register-based instructions introduced
by Dalvik.
(3) XSL stylesheets then transform the generated XML rep-
resentation into code for the target language (i.e. C#) by
mimicking the register machine in the target language.
(4) The generated project from XMLVM contains all cross-
compiled source ﬁles and other resources (i.e. images)
but no binaries.
(5) The Visual Studio is used to compile the generated App.
XMLVM relies on the Android API for application devel-
opment. Instead of creating a new API for various functional-
ities, XMLVM makes use of the Android API which is
mapped to the target platform. Fig. 4 shows the classic
Android application, and the corresponding Android applica-
tion used in the XMLVM layer model. While a classic Android
application makes direct use of the underlying native platform,
the mapping of an Android application to a different platform
is divided into several different layers as follows:
 The Android Compatibility Library (ACL) (the highest level
of the XMLVM layer model) offers the same API as the
Android platform, but supports multiple underlying plat-
forms through the use of Common Device API. The ACL
contains the implementation of all parts which can be
solved in a platform independent manner which includes
APIs like layout manager, XML parsing, or the Android
App lifecycle. If a part needs access to native functionality,
it uses Common Device API to access it.
 Native Adapter Libraries (the middle level of the XMLVM
layer model) implement the Common Device API and
adapt differences between the Android’s API and the API
of the underlying platform. The Common Device API is
exposing all platform dependent native functionality needed
by the ACL. Examples of exposed native functionality are
UI widgets (i.e. buttons or text ﬁelds) or sensor API. The
adapter library hides platform speciﬁc API from the ACL
and clearly separates the wrapper libraries from any
Android related dependencies.
 Wrapper libraries (the lowest level of the XMLVM layer
model) are representing the native APIs of the supported
platforms in Java because the supported platforms use dif-
ferent programming languages than the Android platform.
For example, the C# APIs of the WP7 platform (or the
Objective-C APIs for the iOS platform) is represented as
Java APIs, allowing Java programs to interact with native
functionality of the target platform.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 This tool does not offer the complete API mapping for the
supported platforms because the APIs of the Android, iOS
and WP7 operating systems are complex libraries that con-
sist of thousands of methods.
 This tool cannot map some UI idioms (i.e. Android’s hard-
ware buttons).Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 2 Cross-platform mobile development approaches.
Figure 3 XMLVM framework cross-compiles an Android App
to C# code for WP7 [44].
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 9 This tool cannot cross-compile some functions because they
are offered by the Android API and not available in iOS or
WP7 (i.e. background services).
4.1.1.2. MoSync [21]. MoSync framework supports the devel-
opment of cross-platform Apps using standard C/C++, web-
based languages like HTML/HTML5/CSS/JavaScript, or a
combination of both to create hybrid Apps. It provides an
Eclipse-based IDE. This tool has many components tightlyFigure 4 (a) Classic Android App (b) Andro
Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004coupled together, including libraries, runtimes, device proﬁle
database and compilers [12]. Applications in MoSync are built
to target a device proﬁle by using the GNU Compiler Collec-
tion (GCC) and pipetool. After writing the App, the IDE uses
the GCC to compile the code to MoSync intermediate lan-
guage which is fed to the pipetool to link it with the App
resources and MoSync libraries. To create the executable pack-
ages for each target device, the IDE combines the resulting
bytecode or Java source code with the target platform runtime.
MoSync runtimes are libraries and programs that execute
the MoSync code on the target device. MoSync is an open
source software and it is extensible in a way similar to Eclipse
(i.e. adding plug-ins or external libraries) [46].
MoSync has two architectures: one for C/C++ language
and the other for the web-based languages. Both architectures
consist almost of the same components. Fig. 5 shows the
architecture components, and these components are [47]:
(1) Service layer module: it supports many functions like ﬁle
I/O, networking, and memory management.id App in the XMLVM layer model [44].
obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 5 MoSync runtime architecture [12].
10 W.S. El-Kassas et al.(2) Application framework module (holds the runtime entry
point): it manages platform speciﬁc events like event
management, initialization, and destruction.
(3) Syscalls module: it provides implementation for the
mobile features which are essential for all platforms such
as camera, contacts, images, audio, and networking. It
interprets the MoSync resource ﬁles and provides event
management, initialization, and destructions.
(4) Resource System module: it manages resources like
images, sound, and data blobs. It manages dynamic
creation and destruction of resources.
(5) Internal Extensions module: the platform-speciﬁc fea-
tures (are not available in all platforms) are implemented
as functions that are called through a single Syscall. This
Syscall returns a speciﬁc error value if the called
function is not available in the platform.
(6) Core module: it executes the MoSync programs by
interoperating with Syscall and Resource System. There
are three different types of core which all share the same
common interface. These types are
 Virtual Machine Core: this core is a virtual machine
that loads, interprets, and executes MoSync bytecode
directly. The execution is implemented in a single small
function that allows efﬁcient Just-In-Time (JIT) opti-
mization. This core is used for Java Mobile Edition
(Java ME).
 Recompiler Core: this core loads MoSync bytecode
and recompiles it into native code for the speciﬁed
platform or typically Advanced RISC Machine
(ARM) code. Then the generated code is executed.
This core is used for Symbian and Windows Mobile.
 Generated Core: this core neither interprets nor
recompiles MoSync bytecode. It contains native code
generated ahead of time from MoSync intermediate
language. This core is used for iOS.
VM core is best for debugging and its dynamic approach
allows to load new code at runtime. This property is very useful
for many Apps. Recompiler core is more efﬁcient but less
debugging support and its dynamic behavior allows fast recom-
pilation of some code. Generated core has zero overhead for
low end devices which are not able to load code at runtime [47].
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The developer needs to know the C/C++ language or web
technologies to use this tool.
 The MoSync IDE is characterized by a long start-up time
and lacks a complete integration with other tools (e.g. a
user interface designer) [48].Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 The debugger is poor for the C++ implementation, while
it gives reasonable functionalities for the JavaScript and
web-based development [48].
 The MoSync is not updated with the recent versions of the
supported platforms. For example, iOS is supported till
version 4.3, Android till version 4, Blackberry is in beta till
version 6 and Windows Phone till version 7.5 [48].
 Some functions are not available through the APIs (e.g.
Bluetooth for iOS and Google Maps for Android) [48].
4.1.2. Trans-compiler
The trans-compiler is a source-to-source compiler that takes as
input a source code of a high-level programming language and
the output is a source code of another high-level programming
language. The next subsections explain in more details the fol-
lowing solutions: J2ObjC and an unnamed solution that was
mentioned in a paper with title ‘‘Towards Platform Indepen-
dence of Mobile Applications Metamorphosing Android
Applications for the Web” [25].
4.1.2.1. J2ObjC [26]. This tool translates Java code to
Objective-C code for the iOS platform (iPhone and iPad). It
supports the transformation of general business logic as the
transformation of the UI-speciﬁc code is not supported. The
goal is to write the application without user interface in Java
(the application logic) and then use this tool to be converted
to iOS application (without user interface). J2ObjC supports
most Java language and runtime features required by the
client-side application developers, including exceptions, inner
and anonymous classes, generic types, threads, and reﬂection.
In addition, the JUnit test translation and execution is sup-
ported. The J2ObjC is an open-source command-line tool from
Google, which is currently between alpha and beta quality.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The transformed source code needs some reﬁnement.
 There is no support to transform the user interface code.
4.1.2.2. Towards Platform Independence of Mobile Applications
Metamorphosing Android Applications for the Web [25]. This
tool reuses the source code of Android Apps by converting
them to platform independent web Apps using the Google
Web Toolkit (GWT). This conversion process is illustrated in
Fig. 6. The Android has its own custom Java library and the
target system GWT also has its own custom library (subset
of the Java runtime library). The main task of the
Android2GWTConverter is to handle the differences in these
two Java libraries. After that, the GWT compiler translates
the Java source for the client side to JavaScript code and for
the server side to Java bytecode.
The Android2GWTConverter has to identify all statements
in the source code which are not supported in the target sys-
tem. The Android source code is parsed by the converter to
produce Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) which is going to be
modiﬁed based on the following tasks of the converter:
 Handle unsupported library calls: the unsupported
library calls in the Android source code are modiﬁed to
ﬁt the GWT target library (For example, the methodMobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 6 The steps of converting the Android App to the web App. [25].
Figure 7 Framework of component-based hierarchical mobile
application development [18].
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 11System.nanoTime() is not available in the GWT custom
library, so this missing method can be replaced by System.
currentTimeMillis*1E6).
 Resolve multithreading code: the JavaScript is single
threaded; hence the parts of the multithreading code have
to be modiﬁed. The solution is to shift the work to the ser-
ver and then execute it via a Remote Procedure Call (RPC),
or to use the new HTML5 feature Web Workers. The ﬁrst
option has been chosen in this tool because the Web Work-
ers feature is not supported yet by all browsers.
 Provide Android wrapper classes: the complexity of the
converter is reduced due to the strength of the GWT’s UI
elements and other functions of the available libraries.
Android wrapper classes provide the API calls which access
internally GWT code or directly HTML5 features.
 Manage Android resources: the Android resources and their
references from the code have to be modiﬁed. All the used
resources are copied to the resource folder of the target
project to be accessible on the GWT server.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The converter does not handle yet the UI layouts which are
deﬁned as XML ﬁles in the Android Apps.
 The converter ignores the features in the Android source
system which are neither supported by GWT nor by
HTML5.
4.2. Component-Based approach
Component-Based is one of the cross-platform mobile devel-
opment approaches. The software component is a package
or a module that contains a set of related functions or data.
The system functions can be divided into several separate com-
ponents considering that the related functions are grouped
together in the same component. Each component has an
interface that speciﬁes the services that can be used by other
components. Components communicate with each other via
interfaces. Therefore, there is no need to know the inner imple-
mentation of the component to use it. The Component-Based
approach divides the system functions into a set of separate
components with deﬁned interfaces. Each component has the
same interface for all platforms, but different inner implemen-
tations based on each supported platform. The next subsec-
tions explain in more details the following solutions: an
unnamed solution that was mentioned in a paper with titlePlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004‘‘Component-Based Mobile Web Application of Cross-
Platform” [18] and another unnamed solution that was men-
tioned in a paper with title ‘‘Generic Framework for Mobile
Application Development” [20].
4.2.1. Component-Based Mobile Web Application of Cross-
Platform [18]
This tool simpliﬁes the development of Apps for different plat-
forms using the concept of software components by packaging
the main features of mobile development into set of separate
modules including storage management, networking, graphics,
ﬁle system, and system service components. These components
could be reused in the development and Apps developed based
on these components can be migrated to other platforms
easily.
Fig. 7 shows the framework of this tool. The framework
consists of four layers as follows:
(1) Application Layer: this layer is divided into several
modules which depends on the requirements of the
App. These modules can be developed by different
teams. The App is developed using the web technologies:
HTML, XML, AJAX, and CSS.obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 8 Application development using the framework [20].
12 W.S. El-Kassas et al.(2) JS Engine Layer: this layer parses the JavaScript code of
the application layer to map the methods and properties
of script with matched interface of the component layer
to implement speciﬁc function by these component inter-
faces. For example, when the interface of CreateNew-
Folder is called by JavaScript language in the
application layer, JS engine will map this method to
the matched interface of the component.
(3) Component Layer: this layer masks the differences of the
underlying platforms by supporting the application layer
with uniﬁed interfaces through the JS engine layer. The
different components include
 Networking: includes network connectivity and the
functions of ‘‘disconnect network”, ‘‘select mode of
connections”, and ‘‘diagnosis of network fault”.
 Graphic: deals with the output of graphics and images
to convey information between system and drawing
program.
 File System: includes the functions to create new ﬁle,
delete ﬁle, modify ﬁle, and ﬁnd ﬁle.
 Store Management: includes the memory allocation
and destruction.
 System Service: includes the functions to call local ser-
vices like dial phone, send a message, and open
camera.
All the ﬁve components are implemented separately for
each platform. An implementation for certain OS refers to
the supported APIs of this OS. These components can be com-
piled to library (lib) or dynamic link library (dll) ﬁle. To
develop a mobile App that runs on Symbian OS, just include
the static or dynamic library ﬁles (libs or dlls) that have been
compiled on Symbian OS without modifying the code of the
application layer.
(4) OS Layer: this layer includes a set of different mobile
platforms like Windows Mobile, Symbian, iOS, Palm,
and Android.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 It is still a proposal for a component-based hierarchical
development framework.
 It focuses only on the common functions among the target
platforms.
4.2.2. Generic Framework for Mobile Application Development
[20]
This framework enables the mobile application developer to
develop the App just once and deploy it on three mobile plat-
forms: Android, BlackBerry and iPhone as shown in Fig. 8.
The JavaScript engine is the common artifact that exists across
the various mobile platforms; hence, this common artifact is
utilized in constructing this framework. The application devel-
oper develops the App in HTML, JavaScript and CSS. The
developer uses the framework features/components in the busi-
ness logic of the App by utilizing the available APIs in the
framework which connects to the respective framework
API interfaces, including Android interface 2.0, BlackBerryPlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004interface 3.0, and iPhone interface 4.0. These API interfaces
call the device speciﬁc native APIs of Android 2.1, BlackBerry
3.1, and iPhone 4.1 respectively. The result is returned in the
reverse sequence to the business logic, hence making it possible
to access the device features across the three platforms with the
same business logic.
The framework provides the following features:
 Graph: the framework provides user interface components
such as various types of graphs like bar, line, pie, stacked
side bar, side bar, and mini pie.
 Accelerometer: the accelerometer sensor in mobiles is used
to measure vertical and horizontal positioning of the phone.
The framework allows to register, unregister the accelerom-
eter sensor of the phone, and get the acceleration of the
device whenever it changes.
 Camera: The framework provides functions to capture a
picture from the mobile camera.
 Contacts: The framework allows to add a contact along
with his/her information to the address book of the device.
 Location (Global Positioning System, GPS): the framework
allows to register, unregister the GPS of the device, and get
the latitude and longitude of the device.
 Mail: the framework allows to invoke the native mail client
of the device from the developed App.
 Orientation: the Orientation sensor measures the vertical
and horizontal positioning of the device and returns azi-
muth, pitch and roll. The framework allows to register,
unregister the orientation sensor of the phone, and get ori-
entation of the device whenever it changes.
 SMS: the framework allows to include the SMS feature in
the App.
 File Input/Output: the framework allows to create, read,
write, copy, rename and delete the ﬁles and directories on
device storage and SD card. It also allows to retrieve infor-
mation like: last modiﬁed time and size of the ﬁle.
 SQLite: SQLite is a software library that implements a local
(serverless) transactional SQL database engine. SQLite
stores the entire database (tables, deﬁnitions, and data) as
a single cross-platform ﬁle on both device storage and the
SD card. The framework provides functions to open, create,
query and delete the database.
 Device Information: the framework allows to get informa-
tion about the device like operating system, version of the
OS, Universally Unique Identiﬁer (UUID) and Interna-
tional Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI).Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 9 Calculus deﬁnition of the MobDSL language [31].
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 13The limitations of this solution include the following:
 It is still a proposal for a component-based hierarchical
development framework.
 It focuses on the common functions among the target
platforms.
4.3. Interpretation approach
Interpretation is one of the cross-platform mobile development
approaches. It consists of three sub-approaches: Virtual
Machine (VM), Web-Based, and Runtime Interpretation.
The interpreter translates a source code to executable instruc-
tions in real time with a dedicated engine. The developers
develop the mobile application once and the interpreter man-
ages their execution on many platforms.
4.3.1. Virtual machine
The most common virtual machine is the Java Virtual
Machine (JVM) which is a virtual computer simulating various
computer functions. JVM has its own complete hardware
architecture such as CPU, stack, and register [18]. In addition,
it has a corresponding instruction system [18]. The main idea
of this approach is to develop the mobile App with a
platform-independent language. Then, the developed App runs
on the dedicated virtual machine which is installed on different
platforms. The next subsection explains in more details the
MobDSL language.
4.3.1.1. MobDSL [31]. The mobile Apps can be developed
using a new deﬁned language dedicated to the mobile domain
(MobDSL) and these applications can run on a VM that sup-
port multi-platforms. A domain analysis was done to deﬁne
the set of features to be supported in the MobDSL language.
These features include the following:
 Screen Size: mobiles support only a limited size display
which leads to a relatively small number of GUI features;
therefore there is more scope for building these features into
a common language. The resolution of mobile screen varies
by hardware vendor. The UI design on the tablet is different
than the phone which requires developers to create Apps
with interfaces to suit each device type.
 Layout Control: Android uses XML ﬁles to control layout
and support different layout styles including Linear, Rela-
tive and Absolute (deprecated). iOS supports programmatic
layout and prebuilt XML type interfaces using Interface
Builder (help the developer to create UIs easily but these
layouts are less dynamic than the programmatic ones).
 GUI Element Containership: both iOS and Android plat-
forms use a form of GUI element containership. In iOS
development, the emphasis is on the application Window
and its Views with Subviews. These elements are used to
create any user interface (from simple to complex). A simi-
lar model is used in Android, except with Views and View-
Groups. Interface control on both platforms has similarities
and differences. On iOS, Views are controlled by the View
Controllers (implementation of the event handlers). On
the other hand, Android development uses Intents and
Activities.Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 Event Driven Applications: the target Apps are event driven.
In implementation, registering methods for event handlers
is done dynamically, not statically. This method means
there is a lack of checking at compile time to prevent an
application crashing.
 Hardware Features: mobile devices have many features like
camera, sensors, microphones, accelerometers, and GPS.
These features tend to be fairly standard in their behavior
if they are supported by the platform. The use of these
features is done using the platform-speciﬁc framework.
 Concurrency: the use of concurrency in mobile Apps is para-
mount. This is carried out by using threads, for example: a
UI thread starts with the execution of an iOS or Android
App. This thread is used for the UI elements of the App,
so heavy or concurrent tasks should run in its own thread.
This can help to avoid the UI halts and a ‘laggy’ experience
for the user.
 Object-Orientation: mobile Apps are developed using
Object-Oriented (OO) languages. In iOS, the main language
is Objective-C. It supports C++ and the non-OO C as
well. In Android, Java is used but with different libraries
and uses the Dalvik VM instead of the Java VM because
its characteristics support mobile devices more.
 Transitional Behavior: state machine transitional behavior is
very common in mobile Apps, and can be found on the
Android platform. Each Activity can be viewed as a state
machine that stores the state and actions done by the user,
and then causes transitions between different views or
activities.
The MobDSL language is not designed for all types of
mobile Apps. The language design focuses on supporting Apps
that do not require extensive user-interaction and are driven by
data stored in an external server. The basic calculus for the
MobDSL language (based on the k-calculus) is shown in Fig. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the architecture that uses the MobDSL on
multiple platforms. It consists of three tiers:
(1) The application, written and compiled using the DSL.
(2) The DSL speciﬁc engine and implemented libraries.
(3) The running platform: Android or iOS. For each of the
target platforms, the virtual machine will consist of two
major parts: the platform libraries (MobLib) which will
contain the speciﬁc platform API calls, and the engine
(MobEng) that will run the compiled code and make
the appropriate platform calls using the bundled
platform library set.
The limitations of this solution include the following:obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 10 System architecture [31].
Figure 11 PhoneGap architecture and interfacing among com-
ponents [12].
14 W.S. El-Kassas et al. The calculus language has been prototyped as an interpreter
in Java, but the mobile VM for platforms like Android and
iOS is not yet implemented [31].
4.3.2. Web-Based
The Web-Based tools mainly use the web technologies like
HTML, HTML5, Javascript, and CSS to develop mobile Apps
that can run on different platforms. To allow access to the
device features like Camera, and Sensors, wrappers are imple-
mented to access these native APIs. The next subsections
explain in more details the following solutions: PhoneGap
[12] and xFace [30].
4.3.2.1. PhoneGap [12]. PhoneGap is a ‘‘wrapper” that allows
to load web Apps into native Apps and allows them to access
the device functionalities. PhoneGap Apps are hybrid, which
means that they are not purely native or web-based. The mean-
ing of ‘‘not purely native” comes from the web UI which is ren-
dered via webview instead of the native language of the OS,
whereas ‘‘not purely web-based” comes from the lack support
of HTML in some functions. Besides, PhoneGap also offers
the possibility to extend the tool by developing custom plug-
ins. The developers have to write a single source code for
any mobile OS supported by the tool. PhoneGap does not pro-
vide a unique IDE to develop Apps on all mobile platforms, so
the developers have to write the source code with an IDE and
port it on other IDEs (e.g. Eclipse for Android or XCode for
iOS). As an alternative, it provides a service called PhoneGap
Build that allows developers to compile their PhoneGap Apps
in the cloud. The developers upload their Apps written in
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript and get back app-store ready
application binaries. With this service there is no need to install
mobile platform SDKs to build native Apps [11]. PhoneGap
supports the most common mobile platforms: Android, iOS,
Blackberry and Windows Phone. The most complete APIs
support is provided for Android and iOS [48].Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004Fig. 11 shows the PhoneGap architecture which consists of
the following three layers:
(1) Web Application: represents the application source code.
(2) PhoneGap: is composed by JavaScript and native API’s.
This layer is responsible for the interfacing between web
App and PhoneGap layers. Also, it takes care of the
interfacing between JavaScript API’s that are used by
the App with native API’s that are used by mobile
OS’s. The functionality of this layer is to maintain the
relationship between JavaScript API’s and native API’s
of each mobile OS. PhoneGap provides JavaScript
API’s to developers that allow the access to advanced
device functionality such as Accelerometer, Barcode,
Bluetooth, Calendar, Camera, Compass, Connection,
Contacts, File, GPS, Menu, and Near Field Communi-
cation (NFC).
(3) Mobile OS and native API’s.
The limitations of this solution include:
 It does not provide the possibility to have native user
interface [48].
 The performance of the ﬁnal application is far from the
native application [48].
4.3.2.2. xFace [30]. xFace is a platform for developers to write
widgets (light-weight mobile web Apps) once and run it on
multiple platforms using the web technologies such as HTML,
CSS, and JavaScript. xFace has the following characteristics
[30]:
 Open standard: xFace drafts out an open standard for
lightweight mobile Apps. This standard is based on
W3C’s Web Design and Apps standards (XHTML, CSS,
AJAX, etc.) and Joint Innovation Lab (JIL) Widget API
standard.Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
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Windows mobile 5.0/6.0/6.5, Symbian S60 v3/v5, MTK
6225/6235, Brew 3.1.5, Android 2.1, and Intel Moblin 2.0.
 Lightweight: xFace is a lightweight engine because it cuts off
some tags or attributes in W3C’s standards. xFace supports
only 27 tags of HTML while the W3C XHTML1.0 stan-
dard supports 74 tags. The unsupported tags are not impor-
tant because they can be replaced by other tags and
JavaScript functions, or they have no use in mobile Apps.
 Phone services API: xFace allows the developer to access the
mobile phone features by using JavaScript APIs.
 Intellectual property right (IPR) protection: the web lan-
guages are interpretive execution languages. The web Apps
are not compiled before they are distributed to mobile
phones. Therefore, people can easily get the source codes.
To protect the developers’ IPR, xFace develops a tool to
encrypt the source codes before distribution. After distribu-
tion of the source codes, the xFace engine decrypts them
and then executes the App.
 Emulator: the xFace emulator is a tool on PC platform for
developers to test and preview their web Apps just as they
would be run on the actual hardware of the phone.
Fig. 12 shows the architecture of the xFace. The architec-
ture consists of three components as follows:
(1) Porting Layer: it is an adapter between xFace core and
mobile platforms. It abstracts the capabilities of the
mobile phone into several categories of interfaces such
as networks, ﬁle system, GUI, timer, multimedia, and
memory management.
(2) xFace Core: it is the kernel of xFace and performs most
xFace’s functions in the following modules
 XHTML Parser: parses the ‘‘.html” ﬁle into an XML
Document Object Model (DOM) tree, and then
transforms it into an XHTML DOM tree with its
speciﬁc attributes.
 CSS Parser: parses the ‘‘.css” ﬁle or a style element in
html ﬁle into a Style Sheet structure, and then applies
the styles in the structure to each element in the DOM
tree.Figure 12 The architecture of xFace [30].
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 JavaScript Engine: xFace uses the open source Java-
Script engine ‘‘SpiderMonkey” to execute the Java-
Script codes in ‘‘.js” ﬁles.
 Render: it layouts every element in the tree based on
their attributes and styles, puts them into the right
place, displays them on the screen, deals with the
images and animations, and responds to the user’s
operations. As it is the direct interface to users, a lot
of optimizations is done to enhance the performance
of this module to offer a better user experience.
 Resource Manager: it provides a uniform interface of
all the resources xFace core could access. Generally,
the resources come from the local ﬁle system and the
http/https web protocol.
 AJAX: it allows retrieving data from the server
asynchronously. This is done in the background with-
out affecting the behavior and display of the current
page. xFace implements the W3C XMLHttpRequest
level2 standard which enhances the XMLHttpRequest
object with new features, such as cross-origin requests,
progress events, and the handling of byte streams for
both sending and receiving.
(3) Web Application Environment: it is the runtime environ-
ment for users to install, run, update or uninstall a
mobile web App package after downloading it from
the store. It is also connected to a billing system because
some of the web Apps may not be free. xFace App can
be compressed into a package then it could be installed
on the phone and run locally.
To port xFace onto a new platform, there is no need to
modify any line of xFace core, just write an implementation
of Porting Layer interfaces.The limitations of this solution
include the following:
 It does not support the native mobile applications. It is
limited to mobile web applications only.
4.3.3. Runtime Interpretation
Runtime is an execution environment and a layer that makes
the mobile App runs in the native platform. This approach
translates the code to bytecode and then, at runtime, that
bytecode is executed by a virtual machine supported by the
mobile device. Rhodes and Titanium belong to this category
[11]. The Titanium solution will be explained in more details
in the following subsection.
4.3.3.1. Titanium. This tool allows the developers to write
mobile Apps using a scripting language (JavaScript) as a pro-
gramming language to implement cross-platform Apps. The
scripting languages are augmented with mobile-speciﬁc APIs
such as GUI development and location-awareness. Using Tita-
nium, the developer’s code is combined with an application
skeleton for the target platform, and the output App runs
the developer’s code using a platform-speciﬁc engine (WebKit
for iOS devices, Rhino for Android systems). Whenever the
developer’s code invokes a mobile-speciﬁc API, these calls
are transformed into calls to APIs developed and provided
by Titanium vendor [5].obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
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Instead, the UI is implemented completely programmatically.
Developers use JavaScript to build the interface and to
implement logic and data, extensively using the Titanium
API. The code is then packaged with Titanium’s engine. At
runtime, this engine interprets the JavaScript code and creates
the user interface. However, their look-and-feel resembles the
typical platform appearance more closely; the UI is made up
of native elements [15].
In contrast to PhoneGap, Titanium UIs are using real
native UI components rather than web views. Like PhoneGap,
Titanium requires the SDKs of the target platforms to be
installed and set up within the SDK. It uses the Apache
License (version 2.0), but the software is proprietary. The basic
version of Titanium is free. There is also a Professional Edition
and an Enterprise Edition. These offer additional support,
some additional modules and early access to new features
[8]. The platforms supported by this framework are iOS from
5.01, Android from 2.3.32, Blackberry, Tizen and Web
Mobile, but the APIs almost cover Android and iOS [48].
Titanium links JavaScript to native libraries, compiles it to
bytecode and then the platform SDK (Android or iOS) builds
the package for the target platform. Also, the output App con-
tains a JavaScript interpreter runtime and a Webkit rendering
engine [11].
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 Although Titanium supports different platforms, the neg-
ative aspect of this framework relies on the support essen-
tially limited on iOS and Android [48].
 At runtime, the loading performance is lower, as inter-
preting the source code on the device needs to be done
every time the application runs [11].
4.4. Modeling Approach
Modeling is one of the cross-platform mobile development
approaches. It consists of two sub-approaches: Model-Based
User Interface Development (MB-UID) and Model-Driven
Development (MDD). The developers use abstract models to
describe the functions and/or the user interface of the applica-
tions. Then these models are transformed to source code for
different target platforms.Figure 13 XMobile environment [34].4.4.1. Model-Based User Interface Development (MB-UID)
MB-UID approach is used to generate the UI automatically by
formally describing tasks, data, and users for an App, and then
use these formal models to guide the design generation. It
separates between the interface description and the App
logic. There are two strategies for the UI code generation
[34]:
 UI generation at execution time of the App: it is used for
adaptation of web systems based on request/response. The
constraint is that the App must remain connected to the
server all the time.
 UI generation at development time before the execution of
the App: the developer can verify the generated concrete
interface, and adds speciﬁc functionalities to each generatedPlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004version. Besides, it allows the construction of Apps with dif-
ferent connectivity modes (i.e. always connected, discon-
nected with later synchronization).
The next subsection explains in more details the XMobile
solution.
4.4.1.1. XMobile [34]. This tool semi-automatically generates,
at development time, the user interface for providing fast
development of multi-platform and adaptive Apps using the
MB-UID approach. XMobile is a framework that generates
device-independent user interfaces. It can be used to describe
the interface in a more detailed way to generate richer inter-
faces. It does not limit the types of Apps that can be built with
the environment.
The XMobile environment as shown in Fig. 13 is composed
of the XFormUI framework and the Use Interface Generator
(UIG) tool. The framework XFormUI is a toolkit for creating
graphic interfaces that are independent of a particular device
and from a certain platform. The developer describes the nav-
igation graph associated with the App. Then, the UIG tool
uses this initial description to generate the ﬁnal code for the
different supported platforms.
The developer uses the XMobile to:
(1) Describe the App forms using the following standards:
CSS to deﬁne the style (i.e. colors and layout), XForms
to deﬁne the components, and XML Schema to deﬁne
the constraints to the data input ﬁelds of the form.
(2) Create the manifest.xml ﬁle using an Eclipse plug-in.
This ﬁle deﬁnes the navigation among the interface ele-
ments and the mapping rules. They are then converted
to an executable code of a speciﬁc platform. The Eclipse
plug-in uses the UIG tool to generate the code of the
interface. This generated code uses the framework
XFormUI to compose the form interface. The XFor-
mUI was designed to have components with the same
behavior and name as the XForms components.
This approach splits the user interface description into ﬁve
levels: Abstract Interface, Presentation, Data and Validation,
Dialog and Concrete Interface. The developer describes the
ﬁrst four models and the UIG tool generates the last model.
Fig. 14 shows the XMobile user interface models.Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 14 XMobile user interface models [34].
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 It focuses on generating the user interface only and does not
support the source code generation.
4.4.2. Model-Driven Development (MDD)
The main concept of MDD is to generate platform speciﬁc ver-
sions of the App out of a platform independent model. The
abstract model of the App is described by the Uniﬁed Model-
ing Language (UML) or DSL. The next subsections explains in
more details the following solutions: JavaScript Application
Framework (JSAF) [35] and MD2.
4.4.2.1. JavaScript Application Framework (JSAF) [35]. This
tool allows to develop mobile web Apps using web technolo-
gies such as JavaScript, HTML, HTML5, and CSS3. This
framework is deﬁned following Platform Independent Model
(PIM) in MDD to achieve the support of developing a single
mobile App that runs on various mobile platforms. The JSAF
App is rendered on a browser which will load JSAF frame-
work prior to the application. When an App is launched, a
new DOM page is created and the App’s base document
(index.html) is loaded and this document must request loading
of ‘‘JSAF.js” as follows:
<script type=”text/javascript” src=”/JSAF/framework/s
cripts/JSAF.js”>
After the loading, the execution ﬂow of framework takes
control. It initializes and loads all the framework ﬁles and
application sources.
There is a wide range of widget APIs available in JSAF
which can be used directly in the developer’s application once
the JSAF is loaded in the browser of the mobile; the widgets
are also loaded into the browser. The widget has to be instan-
tiated to be displayed on the mobile screen.
Fig. 15 shows the layered view of the architecture. This
framework is based on the MVC application model; the JSAF
Apps are structured and packaged in MVC model as follows:Figure 15 Layered view of the architecture [35].
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dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 View consists of UI descriptions which are in HTML and
CSS.
 Controller is responsible for initialization of setup, initial-
ization of model and handling user actions. Controllers
are called Assistants in the App.
 Model consists of the application data.
The JSAF application model is based on pages and views.
A page corresponds to one window and a view corresponds
to the content displayed inside the page. A page can have mul-
tiple views to be displayed. An application can have multiple
pages in it. At a time, a page can have only one ‘active’ view.
An application can have only one ‘active’ page at a time. An
application can have multiple entry points, and multiple pages
can be useful to provide multiple entry points to an applica-
tion. JSAF provides different features for the App develop-
ment as follows:
(1) Single Page Multiple View: a single page in which multi-
ple views are displayed one over the other just like a
stack. Each view has a separate View Assistant and each
page has a separate Page Assistant.
(2) Multiple Page Multiple View: multiple single pages and
each page has multiple views. There are multiple Page
Assistants for each page and multiple View Assistants
for each view.
(3) Cross Application Communication: it supports linking
and establishing a communication between two applica-
tions, the present application App1 is in a page with
view1 can access a different application App2 with
different view view2 directly. This reduces the
complexity for the user who has to access these Apps
separately.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 Does not support native mobile applications.
4.4.2.2. MD2 [36,37]. MD2 framework is based on a new
DSL which is tailored to the domain of mobile Apps. This
tool allows developing Apps by describing the application
model using the new deﬁned DSL, and then a set of trans-
formation steps are done to generate native and platform-
speciﬁc source code. The MD2 new language and the Apps
created with the framework follow the MVC pattern. The
new DSL of MD2 considers the following needs of
developers:
 Deﬁne data types, and access the Create, Retrieve, Update,
and Delete operations (CRUD) for these types, locally on
the device as well as on a server.
 Implement the UI with different layouts, especially UIs
with tabular views (tabs), and with a variety of typical UI
components.
 Control the sequence of UI views.
 Deﬁne data bindings and input validation.
 React to events and state changes and use device features
such as GPS.
Fig. 16 shows the workﬂow and architecture of MD2.
Three phases for developing Apps with MD2 are as follows:obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 16 Workﬂow and architecture of MD2 [37].
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using the new deﬁned DSL for MD2. The abstract syn-
tax and the textual notation of the language have been
deﬁned and implemented using Xtext.
(2) A code generator for each of the supported platforms
transforms the model into source code (Java for
Android and Objective-C for iOS) that is suitable to
the corresponding platform. It generates also the neces-
sary structural elements such as project ﬁles. The code
generator creates some XML ﬁles (for example, the
GUI in Android and the data model in iOS). Moreover,
the project ﬁles and settings for Eclipse (Android) and
Xcode (iOS) are generated. The generated Apps are bun-
dled with (static) libraries for common features. In addi-
tion to Apps, a further code generator creates a server
backend based on the data model of the application.
The backend can be run on a Java Enterprise Edition
(JavaEE) application server.
(3) The developer compiles the generated source code using
the corresponding development environments such as the
Android Developer Tools for Android or Xcode for
iOS. The generated Apps have a native look and feel,
can access the device hardware functions, and communi-
cate with remote servers.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 It is still a prototype framework.
 It focuses on one category of mobile applications: the data-
driven business mobile applications.
 It focuses on generating mobile applications that do not
support the reuse of existing source code.
 It focuses on code generation for tablets.
4.5. Cloud-Based approach
Cloud-Based is one of the cross-platform mobile development
approaches. In this approach, the application processing is
done in a cloud server instead of running the application
locally. Therefore, it uses most of the cloud features, including
ﬂexibility, virtualization, security, and dynamic management.
The client side can use the mobile thin device because only
basic processing is required at the terminal. In the cloud envi-
ronment, thin client devices are lightweight and potentiallyPlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004energy efﬁcient [42]. The next subsections explain in more
details the following solutions: a solution that was mentioned
in a paper with title ‘‘Multi-Platform Mobile Thin Client Archi-
tecture in Cloud Environment” and another solution that was
mentioned in a paper with title ‘‘A Cross-platform Application
Development Environment Supported by Cloud Service”.
4.5.1. Multi-Platform Mobile Thin Client Architecture in Cloud
Environment [42]
This solution implements multi-platform mobile thin-client
architecture in the cloud environment. The thin-client mobile
App runs on the user’s mobile device and the server applica-
tion runs on the cloud. The client and server communicate
across a wireless connection between the mobile and the server.
The client sends input data across the network to the server,
and the server returns the display updates. The existing thin-
client systems are divided into two categories (based on how
the display information is represented):
(1) The first category utilizes high-level commands to repre-
sent the screen updates (i.e. the Citrix Metaframe and
Microsoft Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP)). The
graphics commands are transferred from the server to
the client, which is responsible for handling the updates.
The interpretation of high-level commands mainly
depends on the OS’s so it is hard to develop the servers
and clients on different OS’s with different rendering
mechanisms.
(2) The second category utilizes low-level approaches to rep-
resent the screen of remote servers (i.e. Virtual Network
Computing (VNC) and Sun Ray systems). They process
updates to the display on the server and transfer only
compressed pixel data that represent the new display
to the client. The most important is that they are
platform-independent.
Fig. 17 shows the architecture of the multi-platform thin
client system, leveraged with the cloud environment and
VNC protocol. The architecture consists of ﬁve components
as follows:
(1) Mobile Terminal: a mobile thin client is connected wire-
lessly to the cloud infrastructure where the multi-
platform servers are deployed.
(2) Authentication and Management System (AMS):Mob At ﬁrst, the mobile terminal sends a request to AMS,
the request includes:
– The user’s information, like terminal number and
password.
– Terminal information, like the type of terminal
device.
– Application information, like name of the App,
platform of the App, the App authorization nu-
mber, and item number of the App.
 If this is the ﬁrst time to login in, the AMS uses the
request information to deploy the virtual machine.
If not, the AMS uses the information stored in the
Personal Storage Cloud.
 When the connection is linked, the VNC server
deployed in the Mobile Emulator will sendile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 17 The architecture of multi-platform thin-client system [42].
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Please
dx.doicontinuously the frame buffer of display updates to
the mobile terminal.(3) Cross-Platform Market: provides Apps that belong to
different platforms to sell. When a user buys an App,
the application is already installed in the Cloud Infras-
tructure (CI), the CI just adds the user item number to
the authorization list of the App.
(4) Personal Storage Cloud: stores the application data and
the users’ data.
(5) Multi-Platform Cloud Infrastructure: different mobile
emulators are deployed in the cloud including Android
emulator, iPhone emulator, Windows Mobile 7 emula-
tor, and others. Therefore, all kinds of Apps can run
on the Cloud Infrastructure. In every virtual machine,
a VNC server is deployed to capture the updates of
Emulator and then sends them to the mobile terminal.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The remote computing or virtual desktop was tested in
LAN or high-speed network environment; hence, this solu-
tion needs improvements to make it better in lower speed
network environments.
4.5.2. A Cross-platform Application Development Environment
Supported by Cloud Service [17]
The main target of this solution is to provide a cross-platform
application development environment which is supported by
cloud service. This development environment can generate
the following: (1) applications for different platforms which
run on different devices, and (2) service applications which
run on the cloud and offer speciﬁc services according to the
terminal device.
Fig. 18 shows the system architecture which is divided into
three parts:cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004(1) Mobile Terminal Device Application Development
Environment (MTDADE): provides two functions:
 Support for developing cloud service application
which has the ability to integrate and aggregate data
in the cloud. The service application runs at the cloud
server and provides version management, service
update, service publication to the mobile terminal
device. The cloud service supports many platforms
such as Android, embedded Linux, Windows
Phone7, and iOS. Also, it can provide service to
various terminal devices such as smartphone, pad,
and Internet TV.
 Support for developing mobile applications, such as
iOS and Android Apps, and publishing the developed
Apps in the App market. The mobile terminal device
can get the corresponding Apps from the market and
achieve service provided by cloud.
(2) App Market and Cloud Server: the cloud system which is
modiﬁed to adapt wireless mobile terminal device
combines two layers as follows:
 Service Layer: manages the service applications in the
cloud. In addition, it manages the data in the cloud
and provides data to the clients. This layer receives
the service applications developed by the MTDADE
and provides service publication, version manage-
ment, data integration, data searching, and service
composition.
 Client Interface Layer: includes the following
modules: Terminal service and User management,
Message management, and Sensor database and
network API.
(3) Mobile Terminal Device: There are two methods to run
an application on the mobile terminal device. One way
is to run the application over the web browser which
needs the support of web protocols, script parsing, andobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Figure 18 The system architecture [17].
Figure 19 Translation of the declaration of a component to native instructions that call this component on any platform [6].
20 W.S. El-Kassas et al.browser display. The other way is to run the application
supported by the terminal platform directly which needs
to get the corresponding platform App from the cloud.
The mobile terminal device consists of two layers as
follows:
 The bottom layer includes the following modules:
Script parsing, Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) Ren-
dering Engine, XML parsing, and Web data store
locally technology. This layer provides the facilities
needed to make the application runs over the
browser.
 The upper layer is application/browser which com-
municates to the cloud by the client interface layer
in the cloud system.Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004The communication process of this architecture can be
described as follows:
 The MTDADE allows developing cloud service applica-
tions and terminal applications. It publishes the devel-
oped terminal Apps in the App market and sends the
service applications to the cloud.
 The Service management module in the cloud service
management receives a message from the MTDADE
and then it allocates appropriate resources for the new
service application, runs the new service application and
registers the new service application into the system.
 The mobile terminal device downloads the mobile termi-
nal application from the App store.Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Table 8 Comparison of the different cross-platform solutions based on the system characteristics.
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Solution name
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type
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name
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iOS
Native
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to Windows
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web
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Approach Paper title/
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Product URL Availability
Virtual
Machine
MobDSL: A
Domain
Speciﬁc
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multiple
mobile
platform
deployment
(2010) [31]
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Portability of
Dalvik in iOS
(2012) [50]
iOS
Native
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X X X
Modeling
MD-UID
XMobile: A
MB-UID
environment
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automatic
generation of
adaptive
applications
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devices (2008)
[34]
Many X X X X
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Application
Framework for
Mobile
Devices (2012)
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Many
Web
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X X X
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Table 8 (continued)
Approach Paper title/
Solution name
Model/Architecture Supported
platforms
App
type
Product
name
Product URL Availability
MD2 (2013)
[36,37]
Android
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Mobile Thin
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Windows
Phone 7
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Development
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Supported by
Cloud (2012)
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and
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Framework to
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request to the Terminal service and User management
module in the cloud.
 The Terminal service and User management module
receives the request and recognizes the device type and
the App type by their identiﬁers and then sends this infor-
mation to the Service management and Version manage-
ment modules.
 The Service management module uses the Data search-
ing, Data integration, and Service aggregation modules
in the cloud to process the request sent from the terminal
and returns the result to that terminal.
 The Version management module pushes a message
to the terminal device via the Message management
module.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 It is still a prototype of the application development
environment.
4.6. Merged approach
The main idea of this approach is to merge multiple
approaches together to beneﬁt from the advantages of these
approaches and minimize the drawbacks of each individual
approach. The next subsections explains the following solu-
tions: an unnamed solution that was mentioned in a paper with
title ‘‘Component Based Framework to Create Mobile Cross-
platform Applications” and ICPMD [43].
4.6.1. Component Based Framework to Create Mobile Cross-
platform Applications [6]
This tool merges between the Component-Based approach,
the Cross-Compilation approach, and a new tailored lan-
guage. A set of components were deﬁned to access any hard-
ware native functions like camera, GPS and any native
software like buttons, text ﬁelds, and map. Different imple-
mentations for these components can be done for any targeted
platform and each component has a common interface (inde-
pendent of any platform). This tool allows the developer to
develop Apps based on native code and a new deﬁned lan-
guage (similar to Java annotations). The new language con-
sists of a layer added to the App, giving access to the set of
components and their methods. The developer implements
the minimal structure of the App (i.e. the user interface and
navigation) in native code and specify how and where to inte-
grate the components using the new deﬁned language. Then,
the associated tool manages the code integration inside the
native code. This solution needs several steps to be fully
achieved as follows:
(1) Component layer: each component consists of one public
interface and each targeted platform will have a particu-
lar native implementation. The different implementa-
tions are hidden to the users.
(2) Universal language layer: to access a component public
interface, a declarative language was implemented that
users could use (it is a link between component methods
and Apps). This language allows users to declare,Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004instantiate a component, and use its methods from its
public interface. Annotations can be written in any place
of source code and linked with any methods or variables.
(3) Component integration: the components integration in a
native application.
Fig. 19 shows how a component declaration is translated to
native instructions that call this component on any platform.
There are two solutions to integrate a component into a native
application: either at compilation time or at execution time.
This solution implements a cross-compiler that manages the
native source code and the new deﬁned language instructions.
The integration of components in the source code at compila-
tion time allows having an efﬁcient App. Besides, the compo-
nents are developed for the target platform with native
instructions so the translation between the deﬁned language
and native instructions is simple. The rules to link a component
is straightforward; the cross-compiler will only have to instan-
tiate and produce the native function calls with the parameters
deﬁned by the users in the new language. So, the generated
Apps will be static. To support dynamic Apps (context-aware
Apps), two types of components are needed: static and
context-aware. The static components will be integrated at
the compilation time, whereas the others will be loaded at the
execution time by a module dedicated to the context monitor-
ing. The components loaded by this module differ according
to the context (the platform itself is a context element). To sup-
port a new operating system, two steps are needed: (1) imple-
menting components for the new platform, and (2) adding a
simple ﬁle of rules for the new platform in the cross-compiler.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The user interface should be deﬁned manually for each sup-
ported platform.
 This solution focuses on the common functions among tar-
get platforms and does not consider the platform-speciﬁc
functions.
4.6.2. Integrated Cross-Platform Mobile Development
(ICPMD) solution [43]
The ICPMD solution provides three usage scenarios to the
developer based on his inputs as shown in Fig. 20: (1) the first
scenario: the developer has a source project (e.g. WP8 project)
and wants to produce it to other target platforms (e.g. iOS and
Android), (2) the second scenario: the developer has a set of
requirements and wants to produce a mobile App for the tar-
get platforms, and (3) the third scenario: the developer has the
Abstract model project and wants to update then save it or
produce a mobile App for the target platforms.
The limitations of this solution include the following:
 The proposed solution is currently in its ﬁrst phase and a lot
of development and maintenance are needed to be fully
functioning.
5. Comparison of the cross-platform mobile development
solutions
The previous section explains in details the different cross-
platform mobile development approaches and sample solu-obile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
26 W.S. El-Kassas et al.tions for each approach. To summarize the different cross-
platform mobile development solutions, a comparison of the
system characteristics of the different solutions is shown in
Table 8. The comparison will include the solution characteris-
tics like the system model or architecture, the target platforms,
the type of the output App (Web, Native, or Hybrid), the pro-
duct name and product URL if exists, and the availability of
the solution.6. Open research areas
Although there are many cross-platform mobile development
solutions, they have many limitations and they do not tackle
or solve all the challenges of mobile development. Therefore,
more research and development are required. This section
identiﬁes some of the most promising areas for cross-
platform mobile development research, including the
following:
(1) Different Mobile Platforms Support: the main aim of
any cross-platform mobile development solution is to
support the different platforms and to simplify the
supporting of a new platform. Most of the existing
cross-platform solutions focus mainly on the common
features of the different platforms and ignore the
platform-speciﬁc differences. These observations raise
some research issues, including the following:
 The need to provide new alternatives to simplify the
support of different mobile platforms.
 The need to support the different versions of the same
mobile platform (i.e. support Windows Phone
7/7.5/8/8.1).Figure 20 The architecture o
Please cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004 The need to provide solutions that support the com-
mon features in the different platforms along with
the speciﬁc features of each platform.
 Each platform vendor regularly produces new ver-
sions of the supported platform. The new versions
may include changes in the development tools, pro-
gramming languages, or APIs of the mobile platform.
Therefore, there is a need to introduce new cross-
platform solutions that adapt properly to the changes
done by the platform vendors.
(2) Native Programming Languages Support: many cross-
platform mobile development solutions are based on tai-
lored DSLs or speciﬁc programming languages (for
example, Titanium is based on Javascript). Therefore,
the developer has to learn a new language to use any
of these cross-platform solutions. This observation
raises some research issues, including the following:
 The need to provide solutions that help the developer
to use his favorite programming languages to build
the mobile Apps (e.g. Java for Android, Objective C
for iOS, and C# for Windows Phone).
 The need to provide facilities that map between the
different native programming languages and also
consider the APIs differences of these languages.
(3) User Interface Support: many of the existing cross-
platform mobile development solutions focus to gener-
ate the source code of the App and do not support the
UI generation. Also, the cross-platform solutions that
are based on the web technologies have a main limita-
tion: the generated Apps lack the native look and feel.
Therefore, there is a need to introduce solutions that:f the ICPMD solution [43].
Mobile Applications Development Approaches, Ain Shams Eng J (2015), http://
Cross-Platform Mobile Applications Development Approaches 27 Maintain the native look and feel of the generated
Apps user interface.
 Consider the different screen sizes of smartphone
devices and tablets (i.e. 4-inch, 7-inch, 10-inch, and
the smart TV screen can be larger than 60-inch).
 Consider the user interface styling and themes.
(4) Source Code Reuse: most of the existing cross-platform
mobile development solutions do not support the code
reuse of the existing legacy Apps. Therefore, the devel-
oper has to rewrite these Apps in order to upgrade them
to a higher version of the same platform, or port them to
other mobile platforms. This observation raises the fol-
lowing research issue:
 The need to provide approaches to reuse the source
code of the existing legacy native Apps. These
approaches support the developer to convert a legacy
App to the newer version of the same platform or
convert it to the equivalent App for another platform.
(5) Generating Full Mobile Applications: there is a need to
introduce solutions that consider generating full mobile
applications instead of focusing on source code or user
interface transformations only.
7. Conclusion
The cross-platform mobile development solutions extend the
software development lifecycle by writing the mobile applica-
tion once and run it on different platforms to save the time
and efforts of the developers. Many of these cross-platform
solutions are still under research and development, including
MD2 and XMLVM. These cross-platform solutions are based
on different approaches. This paper surveys the cross-platform
approaches, including Cross-Compilation approach, Virtual
Machine approach, Model-Driven Development approach,
and Web-Based approach. Also, this paper proposes sub-
categorization for several approaches and includes the most
recent approaches: Component-Based approach, Cloud-Based
approach, and Merged approach.
This paper helps the researchers to know the existing cross-
platform mobile development approaches and the open
research areas in this ﬁeld. This paper provides detailed
descriptions for each approach, including the following: (1)
describe the main idea of the approach and its sub-
approaches, (2) deﬁne the pros and cons of the approach/
sub-approach, and (3) introduce a sample of the cross-
platform mobile development solutions (per approach/sub-
approach) and their limitations.
The mobile application types include web App, native App,
and hybrid App. The native and hybrid Apps are more widely
used than the web Apps because they can be downloaded from
the App stores. Titanium and Xamarin are commercial solu-
tions that are widely used to produce native Apps. These solu-
tions are based on the Runtime Interpretation approach.
PhoneGap is a solution that is widely used to produce hybrid
Apps. This solution is based on the Web-Based approach.
However, till now the ﬁnal solution that solves the entire
cross-platform mobile development problem does not exist.
The new trend that will probably play a major role in thePlease cite this article in press as: El-Kassas WS et al., Taxonomy of Cross-Platform M
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asej.2015.08.004future is the Merged approach which merges multiple
approaches together to beneﬁt from the advantages of these
approaches and minimize the drawbacks of each individual
approach. This paper ends with some of the most promising
areas in the cross-platform mobile development research,
including the following: (1) different mobile platforms support,
(2) native programming languages support, (3) user interface
support, (4) source code reuse, and (5) generating full mobile
applications.
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